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entity home charging features

entity compact charging 

Smart Bracket, Modular and expandable to meet charging requirements  
Lead and plug for convenience
ISO 15118 
MID - Approved meters (Optional) 
Future proof 
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When you choose the GARO entity compact chargepoint, you have not only made a 
sustainable and environmental smart choice, but you can also feel secure that it is the 
one of the safest charging points on the market. The chargepoint contains all built in 
protections and it is rigorously tested to cope with all climates. The chargepoint is 
independently certified and meets all European electrical and safety standards. The 
chargepoint can easily balance the load, which means that the charging rate is 
managed around your other electricity consumption so you don’t have to worry 
about the main fuse tripping.

SUITABLE FOR: 
   •    Houses
   •    Holiday homes 



OPTIONS

TYPE 2 SOCKET

entity compact charging 
 Technical    

Entity Compact 
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7.4KW 
IP54 Rating 
IK10
LAN/4G 
DC Leakage Protection  
Test Button 
Lead and plug for convenience
Smart Phase Balancing 
Load Management 
GARO Connect App - QR code 
PME protection 
Lockable
IEC Certified
Fully OCPP compliant 
Meshed Wi-FI

SUITABLE FOR: 
   •    Houses
   •    Holiday homes 



entity pro charging 

entity pro charging features 

Smart bracket (install/service)
Independently Certified 
Outlet or cable
4G/OCPP
Load balancing (wireless)
Easy and convenient App 

4 colours
Flexible outlet/cable/parking position
Single or double bracket
MID- approved meters (optional)
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Modern, responsible and climate smart - The charger of the future

SUITABLE FOR:
• Apartment Buildings
• Workplaces
• Public Car Parks

P

GARO entity pro is the perfect solution for apartments, workplaces or public 
carparks. With support for both 1- phase and 3 phase charging, it charges all 
cars and suitable for all car models. Be part of creating a simpler everyday life 
for the residents, while you become part of the green transistion. 



Entity Pro
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22KW Charging 
IP54 Rating 
IK10
LAN/4G 
DC Leakage Protection  
Test Button 
Reversible Socket 
Automatic Phase Balancing 
Load Management 
GARO Connect App - QR code 
Fully OCPP complaint
Lockable
IEC Certified
Integrated Meter - Mid Meter  (Optional) 
Meshed Wi-Fi

Technical 
7.4KW 
IP54 Rating 
IK10
LAN/4G 
DC Leakage Protection  
Test Button 
Lead and plug for convenience
Smart Phase Balancing 
Load Management 
GARO Connect App - QR code 
PME protection 
Lockable
IEC Certified
Fully OCPP compliant 
Meshed Wi-FI



OPEN CHARGE POINT PROTOCOL 
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GARO Connect is a joint app for both you as the owner, or electrical installer, 
other family members and guests. In the app, you can easily schedule when 
you want the car to be charged, by time or electricity price, and stop or start 
your charging remotely. Via the app, it is also possible to see how much your 
car is charging in real time and you can also choose to receive notifications if 
your charging has been paused due to your other electricity consumption in the 
household consuming too much electricity at a certain time.

GARO CONNECT APP Smart & future-proofed Charging Software

Stop and start charging remotely
Schedule your charging according to how want your card to charge during the day.
Schedule your charging according to when the car should be fully charged.  
Schedule your charging according to electricity price. 
Invite more users to use the charging box 
See how much the car charged in real time 
Find nearby and available GARO entity chargers that you own or are users of. 

Features of GARO CONNECT 



With GARO Connect, everything is gathered in one and the same place. If you 
have several charging boxes at home, you can manage and control them all via 
GARO Connect. There is an unlimited number of users that can be added to a 
single app, allowing multiple family members and guests to use the app. Clearly 
accessible and user-friendly for all users. 

Smart Price Adapation. 
Together with the GARO connect app, the concept of charging smart reaches a 
new level. With smart price adaption, your car is charged automatically when the 
electricity price is as its lowest during the day. In this way, you lower your 
electricity bill and you will get a cost effective solution.  

Charge on your terms. 
When you use the GARO ENTITY compact together with the app, you decide 
who charges and when, this means that no unathorised person can access your 
charging box. You can easily add or remove users via the app. It is also not 
possible to interrupt the charging because the cable is automatically locked in 
the car when they are connected to eachother and the car is locked. You can 
also link a tag to a user. The tag is ordered separately, but also certain RFID 
tags that you have had before can be used to identify you as a user. You make 
the connection between tag and user easily in the app.  
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Extra Freedom with GARO CONNECT APP



SUITABLE FOR:
• Apartment Buildings
• Workplaces
• Public Car Parks

#pluggingintothefuture 

Charging 
the future. 



We always ensure that future technology
developments can be implemented in GARO 
products. An electric car charger from GARO is a 
future-proof choice with reliable knowledge and 
support on hand.  



WWW.GAROELECTRIC.COMEV@GARO.CO.UK  |  +44 (0) 121 3899 444 |
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The safest wallbox on the market. 
easy, convenience, control. 




